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ABSTRACT
Hyperion is a far-UV mission that investigates the birth clouds of stars using a 40 cm aperture telescope feeding an
imaging long-slit spectrometer. The science requirements of the mission dictate that the spectrometer covers 140.5164.5 nm spectral range with resolution greater than 30,000. We employ smart and efficient design to create a longslit, cross dispersed, echelle spectrometer that utilizes a two-mirror freeform imaging optics. Echelle spectra for n = 19, -18, and -17 over a 10 arcmin × 2.5 arcsec (length × width) FFOV are imaged onto the focal plane. We simulate
the optical performance and the expected spectral efficiency.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

The scientific goal of the UV space telescope Hyperion is to examine the fuel for star formation (SF) by probing the
nature, extent, and state of H2 at the crucial atomic-to-molecular interstellar medium boundary layer1, 2, 3. The telescope
apparatus must observe from above Earth’s UV-blocking atmosphere because the target spectral band (UV-H2) could
be absorbed by the atmosphere. These measured physical parameters uncover the relationship between SF, cloud
evaporation in the presence of a radiation field, and how a forming star itself impacts SF efficiency across galactic
star-forming regions. Hyperion examines the fuel for star formation directly by observing the molecular interface
between dense, star-forming clouds, the diffuse interstellar environment, and the stars that arise from these regions.
The optical performance requirement of the Hyperion mission is 5 arcsec spatial resolution, 10 arcmin instantaneous
field of view (FOV), R > 30,000 spectral resolution (i.e., λ/Δλ), and photometric resolution at 2 %. We adopted δdoped charge-coupled devices (CCDs)4,5 with a combination of an échelle grating, cross-dispersion, and a freeform
optics imaging system to meet the science requirements. Especially, the requirement of the science-driven
specification and the space of the bus adds complexity to the telescope design. In the last couple of decades, researchers
and scientists have accomplished UV observation space telescopes, with Galaxy Evolution Explorer (GALEX) 6, 7, 8
and Far Ultraviolet Spectroscopic Explorer (FUSE) 9, 10 as outstanding representative missions. GALEX utilized a
dichroic beam splitter combined with a grism, and FUSE used a four-segmented Rowland circle layout that has been
adopted for spacecraft spectroscopy 11, 12, 13. If the detectors can be installed at the curved Rowland circle, and a
relatively narrow spectral range is required, the Rowland design’s compact and low spectral aberration are an attractive
advantage. Multiple sets of cascaded Rowland spectrometers can be adopted to cover broad spectrums as FUSE did.
However, the desired spectral resolution imaging quality of Hyperion cannot be achieved by traditional crossdispersion spectroscopy design methods such as a grating combined with a prism, therefore the optical design requires
more creative solutions. We present an enabling design solution using an on-axis and in-plane diffractive optics layout
enabling intuitive aberration control by using cross-dispersion Type-4 freeform configuration14.
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This paper presents the Hyperion optical design as follows. In section 2. The requirement of optical design is
elaborated, and our solution to meet the demand is presented in section 3. The results of geometric optical analysis
and physical wave propagation are described in section 4.
2.

OPTICAL DESIGN GUIDELINES

2.1 High dynamic-range of detector
The detector array of the telescope defines the measurable spectral range due to the bandgap of the doped materials in
semiconductors, which limits the space mission’s measurable objects. Hyperion’s target is a far-ultraviolet (FUV)
spectrum, but the usual Si-based detector array will not see this spectrum. The microchannel plate (MCP) has been
used for FUV missions before, but it has many limitations such as low quantum efficiency, low dynamic range, and
limited spectral band and stability.
These challenges have been overcome thanks to NASA technology developments4, 5. The δ-doped CCDs, developed
by JPL (Jet Propulsion Laboratory) scientists, allow the high-resolution emission measurement of UV-H2. The δdoped CCDs have good efficiency in the UV, with the application of specialized anti-reflection coatings. The Hyperion
design uses a simple MgF2 coating to achieve > 55 % QE in the bandpass.
The higher dynamic range of a CCD means that we have the ability to measure from bright to dim objects.
Additionally, the fabrication and operation of the δ-doped CCDs are more relaxed and inexpensive than MCP with
respect to prices and power requirements. The dimension specification we used for optical design is; array dimension
49.1 × 49. 1 mm, with 4095 × 4095 pixels (12 μm pitch).
2.2 High spectral resolution instrument in compact form factor
In basic spectroscopy design, three primary groups of optical components are used: collimation, dispersion, and
imaging optics. Collimating the light from the input silt to the grating is relatively easy compared to imaging because
the inserted beam is usually close to a point source or only a single dimension field of view (slit), which can be
collimated without significant field aberrations by means of a concave mirror (e.g., off-axis parabolic mirror). When
the light starts to disperse into a wide diffractive angle after the collimated beam interacting with the grating, the
imaging optics group needs to accommodate this large chromatic field of view while minimizing aberration. The high
spectral resolution R (λ/Δλ) design usually has a fast divergence diffractive angle and raises distortion of the slit
imaging7.
In order to have higher resolution spectrometer design, there are three general techniques, 1) long propagation after
the grating, 2) higher groove density or higher diffraction order, and 3) high-resolution imaging systems and sensors.
The long propagation requires a large volume or multi-folding mirror for the optical layout. This is challenging to
space optics design due to the limitation of the volume and mass limit of the bus. The second option means that the
imaging optics design will encounter a more extensive chromatic field acceptance, which greatly challenges the optical
design. Finally, the pixel pitch of the sensor is defined by the semiconductor manufacturing process. A better imaging
system for small spots on the sensor, and a wide field of view for a diffractive beam after the grating, would be a
promising solution for a high-resolution spectrometer in a space mission.
3.

ÉCHELLE AND FREEFORM OPTICAL DESIGN FOR HYPERION

3.1 Overall optical layout of the échelle cross-dispersion spectrometer
Hyperion has adopted a significantly longer slit length than previous missions (GALEX or FUSE) for spatial FOV.
The extreme aspect ratio of the long-slit (10 arcmin × 2.5 arcsec, aspect ratio of 240) and the very high spectral
resolution requirement (R > 30,000) at the FUV spectral range (1405 Å – 1645 Å) make the optical design of Hyperion
unique by utilizing the freeform and cross-dispersion configuration design approach.
In order to achieve this high spectral resolution, we used a non-traditional method with two consecutive gratings for
diffractive optics and chose high diffraction orders (Fig. 1). The Ritchey-Chrétien telescope design (i.e., hyperbolic
mirror for primary and secondary) is adopted to cover 10 arcmin field of view. The telescope apparatus passes the F/6
(effective focal length EFL = 2400 mm) beam to the spectrometer instrument.
In traditional spectrometer design, the inserted beam hits the collimating mirror on-axis and it deviates to a planar
grating placed off-axis. This design could induce aberration in spectral and slit imaging. We resolved the aberration
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issue by adopting annular type échelle grating and placing the slit on-axis of the telescope to create a normal incidence
angle to the échelle grating, as shown in Fig. 1 (a). Because of the annular pupil of the Ritchey-Chrétien, caused by
the secondary obstacle, the center hole approach does not induce any photon loss for all field cases.

Fig. 1. The overall layout of the Hyperion UV space telescope and footprint diagram of all fields on centerholed échelle
grating. (a) The slit is uniquely placed at the échelle grating center hole. Thanks to the central hole of the échelle grating,
the collimator and échelle grating to be placed on-axis to minimize the aberration. The diffraction angle of the échelle
and cross-dispersion are orthogonal to each other. (b) Annular type échelle grating with a central hole (matching the
secondary mirror obscuration) allows the unique on-axis optical layout without photon loss.

The diffractive angle of the target spectral range (1405 – 1645 Å) on both grating surfaces are 5 ° at the first échelle
grating and 3.8 ° at the second cross-dispersion grating. The freeform imaging optics should make spots on the 50 mm
× 50 mm δ-doped CCD sensor from the ~104 mm × 68 mm ellipse pupil, and divergences of 5 ° and 3.8 ° from the
two different conjugate planes. The broadening spot on the sensor means not only the loss of spatial but also spectral
resolution.
3.2 Compact Type-4 freeform imaging optics layout
To accommodate a large cross-dispersed FOV while maintaining a small focused spot, a freeform two-mirror imaging
system (M1 and M2) was designed and optimized as an actual design application of the previously reported Type-4
design form approach 14.
Rotationally symmetric systems were not feasible in this instrument because of the constraint on volume. A threemirror design would provide better imaging performance 15, 16, but this would come at the expense of a larger volume
requirement, as well as photon loss from the extra reflector.
The two-mirror system employs a Type-4 design form, which supports a large FOV in a compact volume, a critical
factor for space missions. Furthermore, the use of the échelle grating on-axis means that all the dispersive elements
(collimator, échelle grating, and cross-dispersion grating) can be placed along the same optical axis, reducing off-axis
aberrations 17, 18.
The two-mirror Type-4 system can then have its folding direction along the same plane, leveraging more
straightforward aberration behavior for better optical performance. To accommodate the planar anamorphism at the
échelle grating and rectangular field width of the slit, the collimator was specified with a bi-conic surface, which
improves the pupil quality and reduces the aberration burden on the imaging system. The Type-4 form supports a
significant separation between its entrance pupil and the first mirror, easily accommodating the pupil matching
requirement. The imaging optics in the Type-4 layout are specified with Zernike polynomials (order up to the 50th
term in Noll ordering). The telescope and ray relay optics design values are summarized in Table 1 as a reference for
those who want to benchmark or reproduce the design.
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Table 1. Hyperion optical design values and component characteristics

Parameters

Values

Telescope
Primary mirror diameter (M1)

40 cm

Secondary Mirror diameter (M2)

12.5 cm

F-number / EFL

6 / 240 cm

Imaging optics (M4&M5)
Primary imaging optic (M4)

Freeform (up to 50th term Standard Zernike polynomials)

Secondary imaging optic (M5)

Freeform (up to 50th term Standard Zernike polynomials)

Working F-number

8
4.

OPTICAL PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

4.1 Spectral and spatial resolution performance
The image performance was evaluated with full-spectrum and full-field images. Six field points (four corners and two
at the middle top and bottom) were defined to match the actual Hyperion slit size. The spot sizes for all fields and
wavelengths are the first elements for optical performance evaluation. We selected the line per unit length (groove)
and the diffractive order of both gratings to cover the full spectrum within the given detector size in 2D formation.
The full cross-dispersed spectra are shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. (a) Spectrum distribution on the detector sensor plane, and (b) Comprehensive spectral resolution plot. The
dispersion along the vertical is from the échelle grating, and the horizontal dispersion (three stripes) is from two
consecutive cross-dispersion gratings. Each field image on the sensor is confined in a small spot to meet R > 30,000.

The blurred slit image overlapping with neighboring with adjacent wavelength slit image induces the loss of spectral
resolution. To achieve a small spot, we optimized to get the clearly separated spectral stripes on the sensor, and then
the imaging optics were optimized to obtain a well-confined slit image of the six fields. We compromised first and
second steps to create tight spot sizes at the edges of the spectral band (at the corners of the detector) with the need to
optimize the fields near the center.
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In order to verify the spectral resolution of the design, we used a distinct minimum wavelength step as a criterion. We
insert the target λ, and λ + Δ (5 pm), and analyze whether both slit images from those wavelengths are distinguishable.
The target spectral resolution is R > 30,000, corresponding to a spectral resolution of ~5 pm (picometer). The perimeter
slit images also show equal quality over the entire detector array. The spatial resolution along the slit is < 5 arcsec for
all fields and wavelengths, as the comprehensive resolution plot shows in Fig. 2 (b).
4.2 Diffraction efficiency performance
A grating simulation using the sequential ray-tracing method has limitations when calculating the entire physical
phenomena of diffraction. The number of grooves on the grating and its order are the only parameters used in
sequential ray trace and optimization for optical relay design. The wave propagation approach is adequate for detailed
grating simulation to understand all the physical phenomena of diffraction. The efficiency over the spectrum and
corresponding blaze angles are fundamental inputs to evaluate the yield of FUV susceptibility and feasibility of the
design.

Fig. 3. The diffraction efficiency simulation of échelle grating. (a)–(c) The 2D efficiency plot for each diffraction order
with blaze angle vs. wavelength. We determine the blaze angle to have even efficiency for all three spectrum stripes, and
it was determined as 38.9 ° (The white line in the plot.) (d) The overall efficiency of the full spectrum. The spectrums 1–
3 correspond to diffraction orders of -19, -18 and -17, respectively.

The divergence angle of the spectrum is fast at high order, and this is beneficial for spectral resolution. However, as
shown in Fig. 3 (a) – (c), the efficiency rapidly declines over the spectrum. At the high order, the chosen blaze angle
focuses the energy in a certain direction, it is usually narrow than low order and it causes a lower of photons efficiency
at boundary wavelength. We selected the blaze angle (38.9 °, illustrated by the white vertical line in Fig. 3 (a) – (c))
while considering the incidence angle to the grating so that the three orders have even efficiency. Because of the crossdispersion approach, there is no issue with the overlapping in the free spectral range of the three orders where they
have similar efficiency over the entire target spectrum range.
The essential role of the second grating is to isolate each band clearly at the detector plane. It uses a single diffraction
order to separate overlapping stripes from the first échelle grating by leveraging a wide free spectral range. Moreover,
the low order has flat efficiency for the entire spectral range with the selected single order. Based on the numerical
calculation, we chose the -1 order, and then we surveyed the blaze angle. We selected the blaze angle at 13.275 °. We
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used the chief ray of the center field to evaluate the incidence angle to the grating. The combined FUV throughput
from both dispersive optics is estimated to be > 30 %. The diffractive optics specification is elaborated in Table 2 for
reference.
Table 2. Hyperion diffractive optics design values

Parameters

Values

Spectrometer
Wavelength Range

140.5 –164.5 nm

Entrance Slit, FOV width

2.5 arcsec

Entrance Slit, FOV height

10 arcmin

Slit width on detector

2.083 pixels

Wide slit (×2)

20 arcsec × 30 arcsec

Collimating Optic (M3), Biconic

flx = 799 mm Conicx = -0.55
fly = 800 mm Conicy = -1.4828

Échelle grating (EG), planar grating
Aperture Size

80 mm × 110 mm

α (incidence angle), β (diffractive angle),
blaze angles

50 °, 35 °, 38.9 °

échelle grating groove density

450 lines/mm

Operating orders

n = -19, -18, and -17

Cross dispersing grating
Aperture size

100 mm × 150 mm

α, β, blaze angles

30 °, 10 °, 13.275 °

Cross Disperser groove density

2600 lines/mm

Operating order

n = -1

In the real situation, all diffraction orders are also present in the spectrometer and were not evaluated at the sensor
plane in the performance analysis above. For stray light mitigation in the design of the spectrometer, we deliberately
positioned the optics and adjusted the incidence and diffractive angles so that the unwanted diffractive rays do not
have a direct path to the remaining optical components. In the spectrometer box, the mirror back surface and grating
mount, spectrometer box, and sensor package may cause the reflection of the unwanted beam. With conventional
black coatings and/or baffle designs can be performed using a non-sequential ray-tracing analysis to reduce out-ofband light leakage.
5.

CONCLUSION

The high spectral resolution space telescope for Hyperion mission is designed and analyzed. The δ-doped CCDs,
developed by JPL, extend the measurable UV range to 141 nm. We adopted the on-axis layout of the telescope
apparatus and in-plan design using annular type échelle grating to allows for intuitive aberration control with type-4
imaging optics layout. This new approach ensures a spectral resolution of R > 30,000, and a spatial resolution of 3
arcsec. The geometric optics design and spectral properties were implemented and evaluated, and the first version of
the Hyperion FUV telescope design was found to thoroughly address the scientific requirements. We wish that our
design approach and parameters are a reference and benchmark of FUV cross-dispersion design. Hyperion was
submitted to the SMEX 2019 AO and was not selected. The Hyperion team is planning to revise the mission for the
2021 MIDEX call.
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